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Mod Squad
Some retro digs house today’s cool gear. photography by Olson Photographic
It’s young, it’s hip. It’s kind of a retro mod, says

natural light, says Doumas of interior design

interior designer Eddy Doumas of this basement

company Worth Interiors. A chimney and flue

theater used a lot by the homeowner’s teens.

was turned into a ceramic tile fireplace to add

The playful design—with its pumpkin-col-

BUILDER
Stone & Powers
Greenwich, CT

ored walls, ceramic tile fireplace, retro-looking

Barbara Barry chaises in the front row

chaises, and colorful custom-made equipment

were fitted with tables that fold down when not

cabinet—sets the stage for big-screen home

in use, and Worth Interiors complemented the

theater fun, courtesy of a high-performing

chaises with a custom-made sofa in the back

home theater system.

row. The comfortable seating and style of the

The room’s orientation also makes it feel
unencumbered. It’s wider than it is long; the
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visual interest.

room make a great place to kick back, put your
feet up and enjoy a movie or sporting event.

25-by-18-foot area lends a feeling of spacious-

But hey, a home theater is only as good

ness to the sides. That was the result of select-

as when the lights go down. And there’s noth-

ing an area of the basement not flooded with

ing retro about the electronics system. A 5.7-

This is no theater for old men. The
retro-modern decor is great for the
homeowner’s teens, who enjoy a
home theater system and front
speakers concealed in the custommade cabinet below the 110-inch
screen. Triad rear speakers are
flush-mounted in the back wall.

NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN © BVHE. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

ElectronicHouse.com
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BEST

HOME

T H E AT E R

$50,001–$100,000

SILVER

A Crestron RF (radio frequency)
touchscreen controls the
audio/video system and lends
some state-of-the-art technology
to the retro cool look of the
Barbara Barry chairs and
ceramic tile hearth.

EQUIPMENT LIST
DISPLAY
Runco VX-2000d DLP projector
Runco RUHK-004100 mount
Stewart SNDQ110HST13wez screen

AUDIO/VIDEO COMPONENTS
Denon AVR-4808CI audio/video receiver
Kaleidescape 3 U server
Kaleidescape K-Player-5000

SPEAKERS
Triad InRoom Gold center speakers (3)
Triad InWall Gold/4 Omni speakers (4)
Rel R-505 subwoofer

inch Crestron touchpanel remote lowers the

Innerspace Electronics. “We chose to do that

lights, and a Runco VX-2000d DLP projector

by using a really good middle-quality Runco

shines 1080p worth of “Full HD” brilliance

projector. We saved money by using a receiv-

onto a 110-inch Stewart Filmscreen. Sound

er instead of separates and bumped up to the

comes from three Triad InRoom Gold speak-

Triad Golds.”

ers hidden in the custom-made cabinet along

Innerspace and Worth Interiors collabo-

with a Rel subwoofer, while four more Triad

rated on the custom-made cabinet. “They gave

Gold InWalls fire surround sound from the

us the dimensions of all the components,” says

side and back walls. As if that’s not enough,

Doumas. The front left and right speakers are

there’s also a Kaleidescape movie server that

in the cabinet’s left and right sections, with

stores DVD movies to hard drives for instant

the center channel, subwoofer and audio/video

CONTROL

access and displays movies by genre, direc-

components in the two middle sections. The

Crestron STX-1700C touchpanel
Crestron STRFG-WX RF transceiver
Crestron CEN-IDOC iPod dock

tor or actor on the big screen. It’s all gov-

colorful fabric grilles allow the speakers to

erned by Denon’s AVR-4808CI receiver, also

sound through. The pattern, says Doumas, also

ACCESSORIES

stored in the cabinet.

made [the cabinet] more of statement piece

Linksys SD2008
Barbara Barry chaises (5)
Jonathan Adler chaises (2)
Alliance Wire & Cable
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“The theater was designed to be a solid

and incorporated the colors in the room. It

performer in a specified price range,” says

also brings another dimension of fun to this

Barry Reiner, president of systems contractor

retro-cool space. —SC EH

